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Introduction

The focus of this executive summary is to provide a fresh outlook on the habits of knowledge
workers (KW). A representative set of these habits are grouped in this summary under three
descriptive categories: i) the good, ii) the bad and iii) the ones which carry a bad connotation,
although in action they provide value to the knowledge worker possessing these habits. A brief
argumentation is also provided in terms of what the habit is, its characteristics, and its effect in
the real world on both individual and organization. We also present why and how management
would understand and improve (remove, increase or decrease) and maintain habits and their
impacts. The focus on this is on beneficiary results to human work systems. This analysis will
help organizations to filter out such influences within their environment, so as to benefit from
either their sustaining or removal.

Our original study identified a set of 21 habits (Yureva, Raffad, Tuomisto, 2013, 25 pages).This
novel set gives a broad spectrum over knowledge workers’ daily routines. The set and the
preliminary classification provide a fresh insight to the nuances of KWs’ habits. Therefore, any
single habit should not be taken into consideration, because the habits are connected and
situated. Thus any attempt to fix or develop a single habit (e.g. micromanagement) would most
likely lead to unintended consequences because of the unknown dynamics between the
relevant, yet invisible habits in that particular organizational situation. The consequences might
be good or bad, but being invisible, the management of this work system development effort
would be impossible.

An example of this is of habit of micromanagement. Once identified in the object work system,
any attempt to remove or decrease it could lead to decreased performance of that work system.
Why? Because for that particular work and set of people, micromanagement was one way to get
things done, and because micromanagement was not the only habit affecting the performance
and knowledge work of that team.

Next follows a story of our research journey into making knowledge workers’ habits into
beneficial form for work system development.
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The categorization of habits

Based on our original set of 21 knowledge worker’s habits three categories were created which
are subject to organizational improvement and development of work systems:

i) The good habits create benefits for the knowledge worker and the work organization,
and thus recognizing these habits gives you advantage on understanding the KWs in
depth.

ii) The bad habits carry a feeling that these conscious and unconscious actions should
be discouraged and their effects should be decreased in order to create a better
environment within the work organization.

iii) However, the value of bad habits can be positive for the individuals who adopt them
and for the organization where they exist, and thus the situational criteria needs to be
considered.

Next we present briefly a selected set of habits in each category in order to show the way the
category and actual habits relate to development of work systems. The actions to improve the
work situations that include these kinds of habits are numerous. Therefore, they are subject to
another research.

1. Good habits

1.1. Keeping an open worldview in mind
Knowledge is used to approach solutions for problems faced by workers on the scene. But
the way workers approach problems varies. Where some try to approach the problem by just
finding a solution to the expressed problem, some go more in depth by looking at the entire
landscape where the problem exists. The latter implies that they approach a problem from
an entirely different perspective. That is by taking a holistic view of the problem, where they
try to see what initiates the problem, the nature of the problem, if it actually exists where it
was assumed to exist, what ripples it creates, what affects the problem and what solutions to
provide keeping all the rest in mind.

This approach tends to create two distinct yet very important habits, which are developed
over time based on experience. First, it develops way of looking at issues in a broader
perspective, and second, it implies that they break down issues into smaller attainable
problems or goals. The repetition of these behaviors helps them produce high-quality
knowledge, decisions, and solutions.
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1.2. Discover the hidden interest
This habit has a different trigger than the first one. It has been noted both from our
interviews and literature that many knowledge workers approach a seemingly uninteresting
subject with forced inquisitiveness at first. While learning about it, they tend to forget about
the boredom and start to discover the interest and motivation of learning more about the
subject. This approach results in the habit of keeping a tight reign of mental laziness. Rather
than dismissing the attempts to discover the depth of a subject, knowledge worker would
take conscious effort to make him truly involved. Exploring a specific subject helps
knowledge worker to further improve his professional development. More importantly, it
brings enthusiasm and passion to his work and also increases productivity. Thus, it
stimulates a better approach to problems which might have a weak first impression for the
knowledge worker.

1.3. When the going gets tough, the tough get going
The behavior of taking criticism in a positive way motivates some workers to do things
better, and this develops into a habit when repeated over time. This habit benefits the
psyche of the knowledge worker because he takes things constructively rather than thinks of
it in an apathetic or negative way. The benefit to the individual comes in the form of
motivation to perform better next time in similar situations with high complexity and
uncertainty. Seldom there is only one best way, rather several good ones. These people
tend to think towards delivering better results rather than falling in dismay.

1.4. Voicing the concern
Some managers see the knowledge workers in extrovert roles, when they communicate
their concerns (such as extra workload, personal or political issues etc.,) instead of relying
on the manager to find these problems, or let the problems emerge and pile up. A habit is
apparent where knowledge workers are seen approaching their supervisors/seniors and
speaking to them about their problems in formal and informal settings with various platforms.
This makes it easier for both the knowledge workers and the manager to keep in view the
current status.

1.5. Update and adopt
The need for change is created by intrinsic motivation to find out i) things that relate with a
specific problem, ii) getting to know about the new fad through the hype created about it, or
iii) the need for piloting inflicted by the community around the individual. The routine for the
knowledge worker is therefore to follow the general trend of adopting and updating, with the
rewards being of either high or miniscule value, for a short or longer period. As a result of
this, the knowledge worker remains in line with the trends, gets acquainted with tools which
help getting the job done with better quality and faster results, creates an informative
environment where knowledge workers help bring new improvements to existing work
practices. All these benefits create value for the organization by its employees who test and
then market these applications within the work environment.
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2. Bad habits

2.1. Micromanagement
This habit is adopted by managers and higher level executives who want to inflict control
over the work life of individuals. Mostly this habit is attributed to personal insecurity, but
other reasons such as employee performance, work criticality, communication, authority and
trust also play a huge role in developing this habit. There are absolutely no benefits for the
people who experience the control, but there is value for the person who adopts it. The
benefit is personal satisfaction of maintaining control of others’ activities by monitoring their
quality of work through tight administration. This habit is not productive, viable and desirable
from holistic work system perspective. However, this habit exists with different amounts in
some work systems, which, by definition, work, i.e. get things done. Therefore, we claim, it is
not straightforward to remove it. The development of the work system with knowledge
workers’ habits is a more sophisticated activity than just removing the bad habits.

2.2. “I have to constantly switch my attention. Doing it all gets nothing done.”
The amount of knowledge work seems to be increasing. With the increase of the stimuli in
the work environment, the focus of a knowledge worker is challenged more frequently.
Things apparently seem small, yet they request worker’s attention, and, less gets done.
This develops a habit for the knowledge worker to constantly switch attention and as a
result of it, he gets less work done. The way technology is used either supports shorter
attention spans by constantly making a worker switch between tasks, or helps to manage
the flow of stimulus by postponing the required action, e.g. reading emails later. However
multi-tasking is a requirement for current knowledge workers. Performing many things at
one go and attending to urgent ones cannot be avoided.

2.3. Resentment of technological advancements
This habit of resentment is bad for the knowledge workers and for the work organization as
it creates escapism at work. Growing resent of something is not the way forward. Rather it
should be imploding into the technology and finding the right situational meaning and value
of importance to the professional development. Based on the interviews we found out that
these people are not many, but they do exist in the work environment.

3. Bad habits by connotation

3.1. Urgency ahead of importance
This is a habit carrying a negative connotation, but the value which lies for the knowledge
worker and the organization refutes the perception of the habit being bad. This habit
stresses the fact that urgent things are placed before the important ones and such a
practice is wrong. But in reality this bad habit lets the knowledge worker get over the truck
load of tasks, schedules, demands and so on, adjust to the pressure, etc. So for them it is
"good" (i.e. “whatever helps get the work done”). Thus, for these habits, the improvements
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should only be done in the work environment itself: in the organization and in the work
culture.

3.2. Fidgeting with gadgets
The concept of bringing your own device to work shows how flexible organizations have
become with access to information and applications by the employees from their personal
devices. The technology enriches work by providing further opportunities to a convenient
work life, building more fun to use applications and enhance connectivity to the outside
world. It also creates negative habits. The habit of using technology at meetings to check or
send emails or use e.g. Facebook, displays lack of interest in the meetings and discussions
and creates an overall uneasy feeling. At times it also motivates others to follow the
example.

However, this habit might not actually be negative. Knowledge workers tend to use these
devices when their attention is not required directly. They turn their attention to a gadget,
and either start to work by reading emails, which does not require a huge attention span, or
browse through some social networking websites to catch up on the news. This direct and
seemingly inconspicuous method of cheering oneself up (in an situation that is not dynamic
and/or boring) also brings an easy reward of finishing some tasks, attention and satisfaction
of being connected to people’s worlds (the circle of his interest), communication (which
everyone likes and craves), expressing interest (“liking”) and getting supportive feedback.

Conclusions

The full set of knowledge worker’s 21 habits (KWH) is reported at Knowledge Worker’s Habits
(2013) by Yureva, Raffad, Tuomisto, Work Informatics, University of Turku. These habits
provide a fresh insight to work systems. Most likely the development is not so much about
individual habits or even a set of habits (i.e. the dynamics of habits), but development of the
work situation itself with the knowledge on situated KWHs. That is, the knowledge of habits
helps to make better decisions on the development of the work system in a manner, which
respects the diversity of knowledge work. In work systems it goes like this: make visible, make
sense, make a difference.

We suggest that first should be pursued to make visible the relevant habits of the object work
system. After that, study the dynamics of habits, i.e. make sense on your work system and the
dynamics of habits from knowledge workers’ viewpoint. And finally, make a difference: select
jointly with the knowledge workers the items to be developed and measured. Because we know
that all knowledge workers are in favor of things that would develop, ease, give an extra boost in
their own work. That is what they do already. In this way the actual development activities relate
more to the rich and more or less unique work system rather than directly to the habits.
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